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It IS no exaggerabon to suggest that of all the weapons created by man, none has created as 

much controversy as nuclear weapons. Thus IS made all the more remarkable by the extremely bnef 

combat history of these weapons, with the last use of a nuclear device in war a mere three days after 

the first. The unique character of these weapons was recognized early In the nuclear era when a 

consensus emerged that nuclear weapons were somehow qualitatively different and would be 

governed by a unique set of rules.’ As a result of this qualitative difference, and although the value of 

nuclear weapons as the ultimate deterrent was soon recognized and the arsenals of the US and USSR 

mushroomed during the Cold War, a corollary belief developed that these weapons must somehow be 

controlled. Thus the now familiar Cold War dynamic of an arms race andan arms control process was 

create/d, a dynamic that remains largely relevant today, nearly a decade after the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union. The purpose of this paper IS to assess the current state of play of things nuclear, to 

include an examinatron of where we’re headed rn the field of strategic nuclear arms control. 

Ultimately, the maJonty of my effort will be to suggest a set of prrncrples for arms control, prmclples 

intended to function as signposts as we and the Russians chart our way down a path that has never 

before been traveled, the path toward lower levels of nuclear weapons. 

The Cold War 
Gefore dispensing advice on where we’re going, however, it would be helpful to briefly look at 

where ‘we’ve been. Although we all occasionally fall victim to the sentiment that arms control IS 

moving at a snail’s pace, remembering nuclear force levels only as far back as the mid 1980s IS a 

useful tontc. At that time the Unrted States had almost 13,000 deployedstrategtc warheads and the 

USSR had around 11,000 ’ Nonstrategic warheads, also known as tacttcal nuclear weapons, drove 

counts ,much higher, up to around 35,000 warheads for the USSR, for example.3 Addihonallv, both 

sides had even more, and increasmgly sophisticated, systems on the drawing board. The Strategic Air 

Command alone, for example, was In the process of developing and programming for 132 B-2 

bombers, 100 Peacekeeper ICBMs in a ml mobile configuration, several hundred small, road-mobile 

’ For exdmple, see Brodte, Bernard, Strateov n the MisstIe Aoe, Macmillan Pubkhlng Company, 1959 and Kissinger Henry A, 
Nuclear Weaoons and Foreian Pohw, Counul on Foreign Relabons, 1957 
2 Burns, )Villiam F , “The unfinished work of arms control,” Iauesm Suence and Techno/u~, Fall 1997, pg 37 
3 Warner, Edward III, SASC Tesbmony transcript, Strategic Forces Subcommittee, March 31,1996, pg 3 
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IC6Ms (the Small ICBM, sometimes referred to as the Midgetman), and several new nuclear munitions 

for the bomber force, such as a new Short Range Attack M&e (SRAM-2), and the Advanced Cruise 

MisslIe (ACM).4 Srmllar modification efforts were being pursued for the balkstic missile submarine 

fleet, and our efforts, significant as they were, represented a struggle to keep pace with Soviet 

deployments. Indeed, in the ten years from 1967 to 1977, the number of US ICBMs held constant at 

1054, while the Soviet number rocketed (pun Intended) from 570 to 1477, an increase of over 900 

missiles. In other words, In the arms race-arms control dynamic described above, arms control was 

clearly the junior partner. 

In fact, the only significant arms accords of the time (the detente era SALT I, ABM Treaty of 

1972, and SALT II agreements) represented mere caps on certarn types of growth rather than an 

actual reduction In force levels. This tide began to turn with the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) 

Treaty of the late 1980s that, for the first time, actually eliminated an entire class of nuclear systems, 

the Ground Launched Cruise M&e (GLCM) and Pershing II missiles for the US and the SS-20 for the 

Soviet Union. Thrs momentum was quickly sustained In the arena of strategic systems with the 

Strate#lc Am-is Reductions talks (START), resulting in the landmark START I agreement, which 

entered Into force on December 5, 1994.5 This treaty mandated that both sides reduce deployed 

strategic nuclear systems from well over 10,000 each down to no more than 6000 loaded onto no 

more than 1600 Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles (SNDVs, I e., bombers and ground or sea- 

launched ballistic mrssrles) by December 05, 2001.6 Finally, building on the success of START I, US 

and Soviet negotiators successfullv concluded a START II agreement which further reduced strategic 

nuclear warhead llmrts to 3500 for each side, a dramatic decline when measured against Cold War 

levels of around 12,000 warheads each. Unfortunately, while the US Senate ratified START II In 

January 1996, It still remains mired in the Russian Duma, held hostage by Russian natronalists, as well 

as a widespread frustration over US actions such as Desert Fox and NATO bombing of Serbia. As a 

result of the Russian delay In ratification, the deadline for START II compliance after entry Into force 

has been extended from January 1,2003 to December 31,2007. Despite these impediments, 

’ Ibld, pg 2 
: U$en, Wham S , “Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense to the President and the Congress,” 1998, pg 58 
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however, there appears to be a growing recognition n Russia that maintaining a START I force 

structure IS beyond the ability of its economy to sustain and it would therefore be in the Russian 

national interest to lock in an American commitment to lower levels while it IS possible.7 Indeed, at 

their March 1997 Helsinki Summit Presidents’ Clinton and Yeltsin pledged to enter into negotiations for 

a START III agreement immediately following Duma ratification of START II. Furthermore, the outline 

of such a START III framework was also reached by a Joint commitment to reduce warhead levels to 

the 20,OO to 2500 range, also to be done by the end of 2007.8 Finally, despite a US Senate ratification 

of START II and presidential agreement on START III numbers, the United States remains 

Congressionally-mandated to maintain the START I force structure until the Duma ratifies START II. 

It IS the sense of Congress, logically enough it seems to me, that a unilateral movement by the United 

States to START II levels would undermine the arms control process as well as remove a strong 

incenbve for the Russians to ratify the treaty. 

And so both sides today find themselves in the interesting position of supporting START I 

force structures despite having an agreed START III framework. Further, with the START III 

agreement largely filled in, the attention of the arms control cognoscenti have already turned to 

START IV and beyond. Not surprisingly this unusual situation leads to vastly different positions on a 

wide varietv of issues, running the gamut from force structure and budgets to declaratory policy and 

WMD proliferation. As we approach a new century, a parbal description of today’s arms control menu 

demonstrates both the confused nature of the field as well as some interesting opportunities that may 

eventually bear fruit. For example, what should be the relationship between strategic nuclear 

offensive arms reduction efforts and our increasing interest rn national missile defense’ Is there any 

trade space between US proposals to modify the ABM Treaty and Russian concerns over some 

provisions of the START II agreement, such as its ban on MIRVed ICBMs? Secondly, at what point do 

offensive reduction talks need to become multilateral~ 20007 15007 10007 When do the sizes of 

’ Wdkempg, Dean A, “The Future of Russia’s Sbateglc Nuclear Force,” Sunoval, Autumn 1998, pg 90 
a Cohen, pg 58 
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Chinese, French, British or Indian nuclear arsenals become a factor in determining how low we’re 

willing to go7 

Additionally, nuclear arms agreements to date have only addressed warheads that are 

deployed and strategic, which is defined as carried on an intercontinental bomber, ICBM, or SSBN. 
I 

Tactical nuclear weapons, as well as the large number of warheads in the inactive stockpile, have 

remained outside treaty limits. When do our arms control efforts take on these classes of weapons, 

and will the enhanced security of bringing them into the regime be outweighed by the hme and 

difficulty of reaching an agreement7 Third, what IS the relationship, if any, between US and Russian 

nuclear weapon levels and the burgeoning problem of WMD proliferation7 Should we change our 

declaratory pokey, such as adopting a No First Use pledge, as a way to influence other countries 

which 
P 

ay be considering acquiring nuclear weapons7 Fourth, what role do nontraditional measures, 

such as the Cooperative Threat Reduction (CfR) program or the various “dealerbng” proposals, have 

in futu 
t 
e arms control7 And, finally, what will be the effect of ever-declining numbers of weapons on 

such key topics as extended deterrence and the need for reliable and potentially intrusive verification 

requirements’ And so on It appears, in sum, that a field seen by many as sterile will instead present 

tomorrow’s policymakers an abundance of vital and vexing issues that wrll demand their attention. 

Prlnc@jes for Arms Control??-A Few Suuaestions 
Predictions for the future of any endeavor are always risky propositions, and much more likely 

wrong than right. While this is certainly true of arms control as well, we are probably on safe ground 

when we suggest that strategic nuclear arms control between the United States and Russia will 

continue well into the future as a key component of the relationship between the two countries. 
. 

Further, for at least the next several years It wrll also likely remain only a bilateral process between 

the two nuclear superpowers. Given this context, I offer ten possible principles, an Arms Control Top 

Ten list if you will, that could perhaps guide our arms control efforts in the future. 

PrnciHe #l: Arms control is not an end in &se/f 
While this may appear obvious to us, to some this principle comes as a revelation. For many 

practitioners in the field, arms control has assumed a life of its own and any arms agreement IS by 

/ 4 



definition good. This can seductively create a condition where arms control IS blindly pursued for its 

own purposes, disconnected from the larger political environment. Rather, we must remember that 

arms control, rather than being an end in itself, is instead a means to the larger end of maintaining 

strategic stability, traditionally defined as avoiding the creation of incentives for either side to stnke 

first, usually by preserving a credible second strike capability. Clearly some arms control proposals 

are better than others in maintaining this stability. Although arms control IS a fundamentally political 

process--a continuation of pol~bcs by other means perhaps--it operates at that key, and potentially 

dangerous, mtersecbon of political and military considerations and therefore impacts fundamental 

milita;y capabilities. Arms control must not get ahead of the political environment it serves lest we 

create a military situation at variance with pokt~cal reality. Military considerations must not be casually 

dismissed, because capabilities lost are not soon restored and the consequences of retiring systems 

too soon are substantially greater than retaining them for too long 

Prtnu!r3/e #2: Arms control 13 not tnherentlv stabdmnq / 

Closely related to the first principle, some suggest that lower levels of arms or alert postures 

inherently contribute to stability. As stated above, the proper goal of arms control IS to reach lower 

force levels, but without undermining strategic stability. Poorly done, arms control has the potential 

to wotk contrary to that goal and produce profoundly destabilizing results. For example, a unilateral 

decision to dramatically alter our alert posture could well favorably alter a potential adversary’s cost 

and risk calculations of nuclear aggression, hardly a stabilizing result. There are also serious 

proposals that the United States should, since START II IS buried somewhere in the Duma, unilaterally 

reduce our nuclear forces in order to cause a reciprocal reaction in Russia. While certainly possible, 

this course of action also carries some risk, notably the creation of asymmetries of unknown duration. 

I’m more inclined to the ‘stability through equality” line of reasoning, which stresses the importance 

of mutual, balanced, and phased force reductions .’ This removes the potential instabilities created by 

asymmetry and the associated possibilibes for faulty assessments of advantage or incorrect 

g Bums, Wtllram F , “The unfinlshecl work of arms ContrOl,” Issues III sbence and T&r?u/uogy, Fall 1997, pg 39 



calculations of either superiority or inferiority. In essence, this IS the inheritor of the old strategic 

par@ logic, but with a direction of declining rather than rising warhead levels. 

Pnncwle #3: The abokion aroument IS a harmful dstracbon. 

My reading of the evidence suggests that abolition should not be a near-or even m&term 

goal of arms control. Abolishing nuclear weapons without solving the underlying political conditions 

that led to their creation accomplishes little and risks much. To paraphrase President Reagan, nuclear 

arms do not create adversaries, but it is adversaries who create nuclear arms. Further, abolitionists 

as a rule fail to acknowledge the shopworn but still true adage that nuclear weapons cannot be 

disi i vented Retired generals and admirals notwithstanding, serious policy-makers and others tasked 

with, providing our nation’s security must continue to approach the world as it IS, not as some wish rt 

to be.” My concern with the abolrbonist argument IS not only that it does not appreciate the many 

contributions of nuclear weapons in keeping superpower peace for the past filty years, but, more 

importantly, to the extent time spent on abolition delays consensus on serious proposals, it actually 

undermines our efforts to control nuclear arms In sum, until the Iron lies down with the lamb, 

abolltron IS a false god and worshipping it IS at best a distraction. 

PnnL-mle #4 Too much arms control too soon can cause nuclear Drohferatlan 

One of the largely unsung but important benefits of American nuclear weapons during the 

Cold War was their effect on curbing nuclear proliferation Germany, Japan, and South Korea, for 

example, all had the resources, capabilitv, and threat that could well have resulted rn their 

development of an independent nuclear program, and vet none did. This restraint was the direct 

result of the American strategic nuclear umbrella extended to these and other allies. One of the 

consequences of our current arms control success IS that as numbers of US weapons continue to 

decline, extended deterrence becomes more difficult. At some point, our allies may decide that the 

US umbrella has become too small for them and it may become in their national interest to develop 

their own nuclear capability. Manv observers urge the US to reduce its nuclear force to approximately 

lo Goodpaster Committee, “Nuclear Roles in the Post-Cold War World,” 7% bV&qtton Quaftedy, Summer 1997, pt~s 163-166 
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200 weapons, which in their view IS sufficient for our needs. While this could be true, we should also 

not be surprised if allies decide it IS too few for extended deterrence to remain credible and thus they 

“go nuclear” themselves. This, obviously, IS not what the 200-is-enough crowd intends, but such IS 

the law of unintended consequences when issues are not fully examined. Of course, the alternative to 

this scenario IS a peaceful international security environment where no currently nonnuclear country 

senses a need to develop a nuclear program. Such a world would have to contain, for example, a 

largely benign China, a democratic Russia, and relative stability in Northeast Asia and the Middle East. 

Unfortunately, reality fails to conform. Even assuming the continuation of the START process, Russia 

appears to be in the nuclear business for the long haul, witness their ongoing deployment of a new 

SS-27 ICBM”, and China IS rapidly modernizing its nuclear forces as well.12 Such a world remains a 

far off prospect at best, and thus too large a near-term reduction in the US strategic nuclear arsenal 

may ironically create, rather than reduce, pressures on the nonproliferation regime 

Pnncide #.5: Decfamtorv uohii JS ImDortant, but not that ImDortant 

I tend to subscribe to the minority view that nuclear superpower declaratory policy has little if 

anything to do with nuclear proliferation. The malority opinion on this matter IS that American, and to 

a lesser extent, Russian attitudes, policies, and pronouncements about nuclear weapons exert a 

powerful influence on whether other nations pursue nuclear capabilities. In my view this IS rubbish. 

Instead, the Iraqs, Irans, and North Koreas of this world, not to mention the Indras and Pakistans, 

pursue these weapons for their own perceived security needs, usually spurred by regional, not global, 

actors and rivalries. Superpower nuclear postures and declaratory policies remain secondary 

considerations at best. Certainly America does enter into the security calculations of these countries, 

but this IS more on how to offset American conventional superiority or keep us out of theater than 

about what we do, much less say, about nuclear weapons or whether or not the US pronounces a no 

first use pledge. Nowhere IS the importance of US declaratory nuclear policy more overstated than 

during nonproliferation discussions. 

I1 Hoffman, Dawd, “Russian Rocket Called Inwnable,” 77re Washmgton Post; February 25, 1999, pg 19 
l2 Opall-Rome, Barbara, “India Moves May Spur China Nukes Buildup,” Defoe News, Apnl 26, 1999, ws 3, 19 
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Likewise, we should not delude ourselves that Moscow or Bglng pay more than passing 

attention to our declaratory policy either No doubt US capabllrty speaks more loudly to them than 

nuclear declarations, which may be Important for pokbcal purposes and may lead to force level 

changes, but slowly and IndIrectly at best. A prime example of the llmrted ubkty of declaratory policy 

was the yawn that greeted Russia’s recent declaration that It was retracting its longstandlng and 

public no first use pledge, due to the decay of its conventional capablllbes. In other words, Russia 

was announcmg that nuclear weapons were becoming more, not less, Important to I&, nabonal 

secunty and Russia was willing to use them first if necessary. This was a major shift In Russian 

declaratory policy, and it caused nary a ripple. Why7 Because we already knew, from Eastern 

European warplans examined alter the end of Cold War, that the Soviets, no first use pledge 

notwithstanding, Intended to use nuclear weapons early and often rn an Invasion of Western Europe. 

/ Finally, having an explicit declaratory position IS not necessarily a friend of deterrence. In 

some sltuatlons, clarity IS indeed the enemy of good pokey. For example, the nature of a potential US 

response to a WMD attack on American or allied forces should remain unclear In order to maxlmlze 

deterrence. Even da US nuclear response IS considered by many to be low, as long as our policy 

remains one of creative ambiguity It retains some deterrent potential we should use. Others may 

assign more credlblllty to a potential US nuclear response than would an American audience, and who 

could blame them7 The United States IS, after all, the only nation In history to use nuclear weapons In 

war 

Pnnciole #6: Creativtv has I& dace...but wn be overdone 

Much has changed In the world since the early days of US-Soviet arms control. Both nations, 

but especially Russia, face economic pressures more acute than dunng the Cold War, there is 

dramatlcally less hosbllty and a measure more mutual trust between the two countries, and both face 

new types of threats largely unknown In previous decades. As a consequence of these changes, 

alterations to certain aspects of the arms control regime may now be approprrate For example, the 

traditional treaty-approved method of missile ellmlnatlon usually Involves some form of missile or 

launcher destructron. This IS meant to preclude a force reconstltuuon capability and was certainly the 

8 
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correct approach for the Cold War. Such a regime, however, also prevented the use of proven (and 

paid for) assets for other strategic but nonnuclear missions The one exception to this rule IS the 

START I provision allowing a redesignation of ICBMs into space launch vehicles. It may be time to 

expand this philosophy of platform conversion rather than destruction to other areas as well, with the 

goal of preserving maximum platform flexibility in uncertain times. For example, the US Navy IS 

exploring an option to use former SSBNs as covert insertion platforms for special operations forces as 

well as for other new missions.13 Certainly such issues as relief from START accountability and 

verification questions are serious questions currently without answers, but they are worth asking in a 

fiscal environment where it only makes sense to leverage existing assets to the fullest extent possible 

Likewise, the land-based ICBM force also has inherent potential for strategic nonnuclear 

missions. Active and retired ICBMs (of which we have hundreds rn storage) have been studied by the 

Galkstic Missile Defense Organization and the Air Force and found to be a suitable candidate for 

providing the booster and infrastructure for a low cost, near-term national missile defense (NMD) 

system to protect the US against a limited rogue nation ballistic missile attack.” Indeed, the primary 

questions concerning the use of Minuteman in this role pertain more to ABM and START compliance 

and required relief than to technical limitations 
I 

Similarly, the concept of a conventional ICBM (CICBM) has been under consideration for 

several years and for use in a variety of missions, ranging from anti-satellite (ASAT) delivery platforms 

to long-range precision strike weapons. Regarding precision strike, this proposal essentially calls for 

taking a portton of the aforementioned 450 Minuteman II ICBMs in storage, modifying the front ends 

for conventional operations, and basing them on each coast, at Patrick AFB FL and Vandenberg AFB, 

CA. Studies Indicate these conventional IC6Ms would be capable of delivering any of several tailored 

conventional munitions at Mach 15, with approximately 10 meter accuracy, against targets anywhere 

in the world in under 30 minutes.15 While such a platform would be suitable only against certain high 

value targets, it would provide the NCA with a rapid global-coverage-in minutes option, from the 

CONUS, requiring no tanker or personnel support, with no overflight requirements, with no prospect 

l3 Mamews, Willlam, “Trident Subs Could Enjoy Rebirth,” Defense News, Apnl5,1999, pg 24 
l4 Final Reoort Conference on SIART II, NMD. and the ABM Treatv Interrelabonshlos and Imtdica~ons, 23-24 Jan 96, Tab G 
l5 Gibson, Robert, “Convenbonally anned ICBMs,” AquwerJoumal, Fall 1997, pg 120 
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of American casualties in making the attack, and, with a Mach 15 deliverv, a high probability of kill 

and lmmumty to defenses. 

Too much creativity in the wrong hands, however, can be counterproductive. Much of the 

recent dealerbng discussion, for example, is a solution in search of a problem, a placing of the cart 

before the horse, or defining the wrong fix to the right problem, depending on your point of view. 

The nightmare scenario for dealerbng proponents is a breakdown in Russian early warning, 

compounded by a “hair-trigger” use-or-lose ICBM alert posture, resulting in a cnsis-dnven, error- 

induced nuclear war. The remedy usually prescribed IS some form of ICBM warhead removal where 

warheads are stored a distance away from the missile and hours to days are required for generation, 

allowing time for cooler heads to prevail. 

This cure, in my estimation, IS worse, far worse, than the disease. No more than we send 

cops into the night without bullets should we take warheads off missiles or otherwise remove them 

from alert as they were intended to operate. These systems were designed to function, and are at 

equilibrium when, on alert with warheads mated Any other form of operation requires modification, 

costs money, degrades reliability, and removes capability-recommending any one of which defies 

common sense and asking for all four borders on stupidity. More importantly, however, such a 

configuration IS potentially destabilizing in a crisis. At present, attacking an on-alert ICBM IS an 

invitation to suicide and there are no mobilization considerations for decision-makers to ponder, 

because it IS already on alert. In a de-alerted state, however, the converse on all counts IS true. 

There are pressures to preempt d possible, before warheads are re-mated, and, knowing that, leaders 

would face powerful 1914-like pressures to mobilize first and we all know how that one turned out. 

There IS a better answer, albeit a less creative one. If the root cause of this scenario is faulty 
I 

Russiah early warning, and it IS by several accounts in poor shape, then the answer is to help the 

Russians rebuild their early warning system, and there are currently proposals to do just that. This 

solution IS illustrative in that it fixes a problem In the most direct manner, which IS usually a good 

thing, while not making nuclear systems perform unnatural contortions, which IS usually not a good 

idea. In sum, creativity IS not always good, and not all arms control proposals are created equal. 

10 



Pnnctde #7: As a rule, mharv loofc trumt7 financfal savitxx 
One of the most striking aspects of the defense ‘build down” of the post-Cold War era IS the 

degree to whrch the peace dividend has Indeed been realtzed. The amount spent on strategic nuclear 

forces has fallen from almost $19 billron per year in 1990 to lust under $6 brllron annually today.16 

Given the collapse of our pnncrpal nuclear adversary this decrease surely represents an approprrate 

realignment of fiscal pnorrbes, but those who suggest that further reductions can continue apace are 

placing achieving the last drop of conceivable savings over our most fundamental task In national 

securrty. In their wisdom yesterday’s decision-makers, even as they were cutting bullions of dollars 

from the strategic budget, retained the strategic triad as their force structure framework. 6y 

presenting a potential adversary wtth an impossible targeting and timing challenge the triad has 

served the nation well over the past 35 years and should not be lightly discarded. The logic of the 

triad ~$111 holds and it should remain the bedrock of our strategic posture. Certainly we should 

continue to realize additional savings where we can, but this should be done in the context of a 

smaller triad rather than alternabves such as a monad or dyad, at least until we get down to 

somedhere around 1000 to 1500 warheads. It IS also far from self-evident that a monad or dyad of 

srmrlar size to a triad would necessarily be more cost-effective and sbll provide a vigorous nuclear 

deterrent. The nuclear capability of the bomber leg, although less robust than the other two legs, IS 

essentially free since the primary mrssion for the bomber force IS now conventional operations 

Rettnng the ICGM force, tradltronally the most cost-effective of triad systems, would result in little 

savings, and would sacrifice the enormous targeting challenge presented by ICBMs to potential 

adversaries. And, finally, the inherent survivability provided by our SSl3N force represents the 

ultimate insurance pohcy, and one not adequately measured in dollars. In sum, the percentage of the 

total DpD budget currently spent on strategic offensive forces IS just over 2% (compared to almost 

7% In 1991)“, and rather than being a potential cash cow for other programs, IS Instead a bargain for 

the American taxpayer. 

11 



Pnnctokz #8: When In doub6 keeo tt simDfe /for the bme beinal. 

In our zeal to do all there IS to do in the field of nuclear arms control, we sometimes succumb 

to the urge of wanting to negotiate the kitchen sink into our agreements. Some of the candidates for 

inclusion In future rounds of talks Include previously excluded nonstrategrc nuclear forces, Inactive 

warhedds, fissile matenals, transparency measures, and the relabonshrp between offensive and 

defensive systems, to name but a few. Although these are all key Issues and will have to eventually 

be addressed, we would be better served by resistrng this temptabon In the near term. I subscrrbe to 

the view that It is better to keep nuclear arms control relatively simple unbl democracy and order 

become more establrshed in Russia and the Duma IS less anti-Western.‘* Goodness knows that 

Russian secunty officrals have had their hands full over the past several years trying to get Duma 

ratrficabon of START II. To maximize our prospects for success, we should present Russian arms 

controllers with less challenging tasks and remove complrcatrons and potential excuses for failure 

where possrble. We should save the truly complicated matters until later, especially the relabonship 

between the ABM Treaty, ltmrted missile defenses, and SfART II We must strive to somehow get 

back to, the arms control srtuabon at the end of the Bush Admrnrstration where the Russians were 

rndrcatihg a willingness to both ratrfy START II in its original form andnegotrate changes to the ABM 

Treaty to allow a limrted national mrssrle defense. The alternate approach, formally IInking the START 

II and ABM Treaties, while interesting in theory, may be problematrc In execution. Indeed recent 

reports point to signs of a conscious US strategy to link Russian concessions on the ABM Treaty to 

granting relief on one of the key provisions in START II, the ban against MIRVed IC6Ms.lg If true, this 

line should be approached very carefully. 

Princmhz #9: We must do our homework before oluncvno into STARTN 

For example, as numbers of nuclear weapons continue to declrne, adequate verification 

becomes rncreasrngly Important, which will have to be done In part by trust and in part by technology. 

In otheb words, we should remember President Reagan’s advice to trust but verify, and we should not 

I8 Bums, William F , “The unfimshed work of arms control,” I~uesm Science and Technology, Fall 1997, pg 38 
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go below START III numbers without having extreme confidence In the verification regime. We must 

also develop a consensus on when strategic nuclear arms control must move beyond the US and 

Russ14 to encompass other countries, such as China and even France and Great Main. Srmrlarly, we 

also need to be clear as to what will be our force sizing crrterra as we prepare to go below the 2000 

warhead threshold. Certainly as US & Russian numbers decline, the levels of other nuclear arsenals 

become more Important, but how IS that to be measured’ Will we remain content to compare 

ourselves to Russia alone, or Russia and China, or Russia and China and hostile regronal nuclear 

powers, or some percentage of the total rest of world (ROW) warheads7 I don’t pretend to have 

answers for these questions, but I also don’t hesitate in saying that someone must before we march 

off to SrART IV. This rn itself would mark a departure from recent practice. As surely as night 

follows day we moved on START II rmmedrately after SfART I and agreed on START III provrsrons 

before START II has even been fully ratified. Given the size of our arsenals at the time and our 

numerical advantage over the rest of the world, this rapidity was appropriate. Those days, however, 

are diawrng to an end and if we hope to remain a nuclear superpower, rather than lust one of the 

boys, we must not be in such a rush to agreement In the future. 

Prixd7le #IO: Be Datfent 

This IS perhaps the most difficult pnncrple for late-20th century Americans to observe. We are 

an Impatient people and one prone to forget even recent history. This combustible combrnabon often 

creates an unacknowledged pressure to do something, because doing nothing IS un-American and 

therefore unacceptable. With respect to nuclear arms control, however, this can get us into trouble. 

As a tonic, we must never forget the bromide that no agreement IS better than a bad agreement, and 

always remember the staggering progress In nuclear arms reducbons that has occurred over the last 

decade. We must try to take the long view of these matters and not fall vi&m to the pressure to 

reach agreement for agreement’s sake or because a summit or end of term approaches. Rather, as 

always, a steady calculation of the national interest, based on sound strategic logic, represents the 

best way to provide national security and the common defense 
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Summary 
If there IS any single issue we as a nation need to get right, It IS nuclear deterrence, especially 

our strategic nuclear relabonshrp with Russia, the one natton on Earth that can destroy the United 

States In thirty minutes Conversely, if we do everything right In national security affairs except our 

management of this Issue, we’re strll in brg trouble. In other words, to put this in the language of the 

National War College, this is the most v&al of our vital national Interests, the interest of national 

survival, and leads directly to fundamental national security ObJectives. In regular English, these are 

the famrly Jewels we’re protecting; this IS Job One of the Amencan mrlrtary establrshment. In 

accom@lrshrng this key mission, those charged with the stewardship of our nuclear programs must 

contrnue to work toward greater and greater efficrencres, as they have done so well over the past 

decade. Of course we want to get it Just right, to spend no more than necessary, to do no more than 

what’s required to do the business of nuclear deterrence But if we err, given the gravity of being 

wrong, let it be on the side of caution, on too big rather than too small, too much than too I&be, too 

robust than too fragile. At the same time, however, we must also work toward a further deepening of 

our arms control relabonshrp with Russia as a key part of a maturing polrbcal relatronshrp This 

relationship promises to eventually form the basis for even greater progress In arms control than 

we’ve accomplished In this decade, which IS already one of the greatest foreign policy successes of 

the post-Cold War era 
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